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FADE IN:

EXT. YARD - DAY

RICHARD KUNTZ (57) walks in his yard inspecting things with

a frown on his face.

A DOG stands in Richard’s yard looking at him.

RICHARD

Get out of my yard you mutt!

The dog runs away.

Richard picks up a CHILD’S TOY on the DRIVEWAY and throws

its into the neighbor’s yard.

RICHARD

Damn kids.

Richard’s NEIGHBOR (32) walks by Lyle’s yard on her morning

walk.

NEIGHBOR

Good morning Richard! I hope you’re

doing well.

Richard stares at the neighbor and watches her walk by the

house.

RICHARD

You need to keep your kid’s toys

out of my yard. I’m going to run

over them with my car next time.

The neighbor keeps walking down the road. She raises her

hand, but doesn’t look back.

NEIGHBOR

Have a good day Richard!

RICHARD

Nobody knows their place anymore.

Richard picks up his NEWSPAPER on the driveway and walks

back towards his house.
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INT. ALL PETS CONSIDERED - LATE SAME MORNING

KAITLYND OAKLEY (30) and CAMERON PHILLIPS (53) are

RESTOCKING the store wall with DOG CHEW TOYS.

KAITLYND

I really can’t stand it here.

CAMERON

Hey. Don’t you leave on me.

KAITLYND

Can you really keep working for

that dick?

CAMERON

Jobs are hard to find.

KAITLYND

He docked my pay last week for

accidentally spilling over the dry

cat food display. What about you?

Can you actually count all the

unpaid hours you have done for him?

CAMERON

I just don’t want to lose this job.

You know, it would be nice if

something unusual happened

here. The only exciting thing I

look forward to is going home to

frozen dinners and DVR’d episodes

of Game of Thrones. At least you

have a new love life outside of

this hell hole.

KAITLYND

That ship has kind of sailed. Mom

hates her. She hates mom. Blah

blah.

Richard Kuntz walks over to Kaitlyn and Cameron from the

back of the store. Kaitlyn and Cameron do not turn around to

face him.

RICHARD

Ladies. Less talking and more

working please. I don’t pay you to

chit chat.

KAITLYND

(whispering)

You hardly pay us at all.
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Richard moves right behind Kaitlynd.

RICHARD

Excuse me? Did you say something?

Kaitlyn doesn’t say anything.

RICHARD

I thought not.

Richard pulls a piece of paper out of pocket and looks at

it.

RICHARD (CONT’D)

Now, there are a couple of things I

have for you two. Cameron. I want

you finish stocking these chew toys

and set up the cat treat display

right away.

CAMERON

Yes sir.

RICHARD

Kaitlynd. Don’t forget Lyle Sherman

Pet Interpreter will be here at any

moment. I want you to set up a spot

and, for gosh sake, keep him and

those animals far away from me. If

I have to pet one more dog, I’m

going to scream.

At that moment, LYLE SHERMAN (49) Pet Interpreter

mysteriously appears in the store.

LYLE

Hi. I’m Lyle Sherman.

RICHARD

(surprised)

Dear lord! Kaitlynd you know what

to do.

A CUSTOMER (33) walks into the store with a SHOPPING BAG.

Cameron immediately goes to greet the customer at the

register.

CUSTOMER

I want to return this dog toy I

bought yesterday. It makes my dog

gag.
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CAMERON

I’m sorry. I’ll get that taken care

of right away.

Richard rushes over and pushes Cameron aside.

RICHARD

Now hold on there. What’s wrong?

CUSTOMER

My dogs doesn’t like this chew toy.

She gags while chewing it. I think

it tastes bad.

RICHARD

Tastes bad? Did you taste it?

CUSTOMER

No, but my dog doesn’t like it.

RICHARD

That’s not my problem. We do not

accept refunds under any

circumstance.

Richard points to a NO REFUND SIGN.

CUSTOMER

Well my dog doesn’t like it.

RICHARD

What part of no refund do you not

understand?

CUSTOMER

So no refund?

RICHARD

Nope.

CUSTOMER

You know mister. Karma is really a

bitch. You just wait. You’ll get

what’s coming for you.

The customer storms out of the store.

Richard looks at Cameron and waves her away.

RICHARD

That wall is not going to stock

itself.
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Lyle Sherman Pet Interpreter, sits beside a CAGE with a CAT,

watching the entire exchange between Richard and the

customer.

Lyle looks over at the cat.

LYLE

What’s that? Did you say something?

Lyle moves closer to the cage.

LYLE

Really now? He’s not a good human?

Please tell me more.

Lyle shakes his head in response to something he can only

hear.

EXT. FISHER PARK - AFTERNOON

Richard sits on a stone bench and carefully

Opens a napkin

Places it on his lap

Removes a SANDWICH from a PAPER BAG.

Richard begins to take a bite of his sandwich and stops.

Richard sees LIGHTS FLASHING in front of his eyes and the

WORLD begins to SPIN around him.

Suddenly, the spinning stops and Richard sees an AFRICAN

DANCE TROUPE around him.

The African Dance Troupe start to yell and move around

Richard.

Richard still holding his sandwich, doesn’t move.

Cameron and Kaitlynd appear beside Richard with DISTRESSED

HAIR and DARK EYE MAKEUP.

CAMERON

Karma is bitch Richard.

KAITLYND

Karma is a bitch Richard.

Richard drops his sandwich. The dance troupe still continues

around him.
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KAITLYND

You’ll get what’s coming to you.

CAMERON

You’ll get what’s coming to you.

Richard closes his eyes.

RICHARD

EVERYONE STOP!

Richard opens his eyes and everyone is gone.

INT. ALL PETS CONSIDERED - NEXT MORNING

Richard UNLOCKS the DOOR and walks into the store.

Richard sets his KEYS on the register counter, walks over to

the dog chew toy display and STUDIES it.

LYLE (O.S.)

I have a few things I need to

discuss with you Richard.

Richard turns around and sees Lyle Sherman Pet Interpreter.

RICHARD

How in the hell did you get in

here?

LYLE

You’re not a nice person Richard.

RICHARD

Who told you this? I’m calling the

police.

Richard starts to reach for the phone.

LYLE

The animals told me Richard. I am a

pet interpreter. What part of that

do you not understand?

Richard just looks at Lyle.

LYLE

Treating your employees like crap

is wrong, but they’re human and

they can move on. However, there is

no excuse for mistreating animals.

They can not defend themselves.

They look to us for not only
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LYLE
support, but love. Love Richard.

What ever happened to you in your

little life to lose that emotion?

RICHARD

(pointing to the door)

Get out of my store now!

LYLE (CONT’D)

I feel sorry for you. I truly do. I

don’t want to do this, but there

are consequences to every action.

RICHARD

Do what?

LYLE

It’s time for you to stop treating

people and animals like the chew

toys you sale. It’s time for you to

become the chew toy.

Lyle Pet Interpreter gives Richard an INTENSE STARE.

Richard steps backwards and SCREAMS.

INT. ALL PETS CONSIDERED - SAME MORNING

Customers are moving about the store.

Kaitlyn walks over to the counter holding a DOG CHEW TOY.

KAITLYND

Have you ever seen this toy before?

CAMERON

When did we start stocking those?

KAITLYND

That’s what I’m saying.

CAMERON

Just put it on the wall. Someone

will buy it.

Kaitlyn hangs the chew toy on the wall.

Richard’s face appears on the toy.

RICHARD

No! Help! It’s me! NO!

A DOG OWNER walks over with their dog.
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DOG OWNER

Hey. That’s a really cool toy! I

bet Sassafras would like it.

Wouldn’t you boy?

KAITLYND

Here you can have it. It’s doesn’t

have a bar code anyway.

Kaitlynd hands the toy to the Dog Owner.

DOG OWNER

Really? Wow. I’m having a lucky

day!

The Dog Owner gives the toy to his dog and they both walk

away.

RICHARD (O.S.)

NOOOOOOOOOO!

FADE OUT.

THE END


